Editor
Associate Professor Caroline Finch (PhD) is widely known both in Australia and
internationally for her sports injury prevention research.
Her sports injury research has been disseminated widely through more than 80
authored publications in peer review journals, book chapters, and government
reports. Her sports injury research has focussed on methodological advances in
sports injury surveillance; formal evaluations of sports injury prevention
measures; assessing attitudinal, behavioural and structural barriers towards
sports safety; and linking injury prevention strategies to those that promote
physical activity.
In addition to her sports injury prevention expertise, she has a background in
non communicable diseases epidemiology, biostatistics and clinical trials. She
heads both the Victorian State Trauma Registry and the Sports Injury Prevention
Research Unit which are both based within the Department of Epidemiology and
Preventive Medicine at Monash University.
Assoc. Prof. Finch has made a significant contribution to sports medicine in
Australia over recent years. She was the inaugural chair of the three national
committees responsible for sports safety and public health policy relating to sport:
the National SportSafe Committee established by the Commonwealth Department
of Health and Aged Care and the Australian Sports Commission to advise on
national sports safety policy; the Australian Sports injury Data Working Party
which developed guidelines for sports injury data collections; and the Public
Health Committee of Sports Medicine Australia which is moving sports medicine
activities toward more of a public health focus. She is also an advisor to many
government departments and other health agencies.
Assoc. Prof. Finch brings to the role of Editor an extensive experience in both
writing and reviewing of papers for publication in peer review journals. She is
committed to furthering the advancement of sports science and sports medicine
in Australia by providing the opportunity for an increased focus on the excellent
work done in this country and promoting this to the international arena.

Assistant Editor (Clinical)
John Orchard is a sports physician with a PhD in sports injury epidemiology.
He has worked in professional football with the Sydney Roosters (NRL, 19982002), the NSW State of Origin rugby league team (2000-2002) and the Sydney
Swans (AFL, 1994-1997). He has been the Australian Football League injury
surveillance coordinator (1992-2002) and the Australian Cricket Board injury
surveillance coordinator (1998-2002).
Dr Orchard is also a member of the NSW Sporting Injuries Committee, a
Conjoint Senior Lecturer at the UNSW, and a Senior Fellow at the University of
Melbourne. He has a research interest in the relationship between environmental
conditions and injury in football.
For more information and to view John’s publications, visit
http://www.johnorchard.com
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increasing emphasis on biomechanics and basic research which explains the
underlying causes/mechanisms of health benefits and illness/injury outcomes
and on methodological advances in studies addressing these issues (e.g. injury
surveillance, physical activity monitoring). I also recognise the importance of local
studies looking at performance-based issues for sports that are very relevant to
the Australian or Commonwealth sporting contexts (e.g. Australian football,
netball, cricket, etc) and am very keen for such studies to be published in the
JSMS.
In addition to the changing focus, you will note further changes to the Journal
being implemented over the next couple of issues. Firstly, you will also see a new
format for each issue. This will enable a wider variety of types of articles to be
published and will give the Journal a “leading edge” feel to it. New sections that
would be included in most issues will include: Editorials, Opinion Pieces, Review
Articles, Original Research Papers, Short Reports (e.g. the results of pilot studies
or student projects or technical notes), Methodological Issues (including technical
notes) and Letters to the Editor. Whether or not all of these types of papers will
appear in every issue will be determined by emerging topical issues and the range
of submitted papers. Secondly, we will aim to publish occasional whole or part
issues with specific themes issues. The set of papers relating to pregnancy and
sport in this issue is a good example of this. Generally, these issues will be based
on a series of papers around a common theme or will be linked to a special
interest group or sports body (such as a forthcoming tennis issue planned for
early 2003). Finally, we are implementing a process of electronic submission and
review processes. This will serve to reduce review times for papers and provide a
quick response back to authors of submitted papers.
Caroline Finch

Why the world needs a good Australian sports science and sports medicine
journal

Australians in general are happy with our status as one of the world’s best-kept
secrets. We live in a world where geographical location and population size are
important determinants of a country’s circle of influence and both these factors
conspire to make Australia a minnow. It is a cliché to say that Australians love
sport, because it has been said so often and because the citizens of most
countries love sport for the unscripted drama it provides. We Australians like to
insist though that we love sport more than anyone else, and it may be because it
is in the sporting arena that Australia graduates from being a tiny irrelevance to
being of genuine international importance. Australians happen to be very good at
sport, on the whole, and a probable explanation for this is that we have more
space and a more generous climate to play it in than just about anyone else.
At the moment, you are reading Australia’s only PubMed-listed sports science
and sports medicine journal and more specifically the viewpoints of one of its new
Assistant Editors. In choosing the new Editorial Board, Sports Medicine Australia
needed to consider a significant body of opinion that there was no point bothering
with a journal at all. There is a rationalist school of thought that there are too
many scientific journals (in sports medicine as much as any other area of
science). According to the rationalists, we should leave peer-review publications
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to the ‘big’ countries in North America and Europe. No one argued that
Australians don’t make great authors of sports science papers, but some people
think that we are too small a nation to be good publishers.
I can’t argue with the proposition that there are already too many sports science
and sports medicine journals for any one individual to read, let alone subscribe
to. But does anyone complain that there are too many newspapers or magazines
or books on the market for one individual to read, or too many television stations
or movies to watch? Thankfully there are review services and journal clubs.
Scientific publications need to be diverse, and if a group has performed a good
quality study it should be able to get it published. If a journal is losing money,
doesn’t have subscribers or readers or is accepting poor quality papers to fill its
contents, then its demise is inevitable. If the Journal of Science and Medicine in
Sport can continue to attract its fair share of authors, reviewers and readers, then
it should not be condemned because it doesn’t have the market share of Medicine
& Science in Sports & Exercise.
The continuing proliferation of the World Wide Web will mean that journals will
face rising costs, but also will be presented with greater opportunities for raising
income. In the past, the ‘average’ scientist or clinician may have subscribed to 13 scientific journals, and therefore may have had 100-200 scientific articles arrive
in the mail each year. In the future, the same average person will probably have
100-200 articles arrive in the mail each year, but they will arrive in the ‘email’
Inbox, and the papers will perhaps come from 20-30 different journals and be preselected by the keywords of each subscriber (e.g. ‘FOOTBALL’ or ‘SHOULDER’).
From these virtual journals, the subscriber will then nominate highly relevant
issues that he or she wishes (retrospectively) to receive in hard cover. If I am
correct in this prediction of subscriber patterns, then it may not necessarily mean
that journals need to focus their entire contents, but that to stay profitable they
may need to focus the contents of specific issues. Clinics in Sports Medicine has
been doing this for many years and although I have never subscribed to this
Journal I have bought many single issues that have been personally relevant.
Most general sports medicine journals are starting to follow suit with specific
feature issues. We have planned a feature issue of the Journal of Science and
Medicine in Sport on the topic of tennis, to be published in January 2003 and to
be released during the Australian Open tournament. This will feature both
Australian and International research. This may not increase the subscriber base
for the journal by much, but perhaps tennis doctors, researchers and coaches
around the world will want to spend approximately US$15 to own a copy of this
issue.
I can’t see less diversity in the range of sports medicine journals in the
foreseeable future, and in this context Australia certainly has a significant role to
play. I would need to put on a barrister’s wig to argue that Australia is the No. 1
sporting nation in the world, but I think a sincere argument can be made that
Australia has the most diverse sporting culture in the world. The real No. 1
sporting nation in the world - the USA - is by nature inward looking, whereas
Australia is outward looking. To illustrate this point: if you submit a paper on
sports such as cricket, rugby, or netball to an American sports medicine journal,
the reviewers will insist that you describe the rules of the game as part of the
paper. This is because the average well-educated American reader would not have
ever bothered to take an interest in a sport that wasn’t commonly played in the
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USA. To give credit where it is due, the USA has a second-tier sporting system (at
the college level) that is better organised and resourced than the first-tier of
professional sport in most countries. The USA also shares Australia’s amazing
combination of ski resorts and surf beaches within hours of each other. But the
USA does not have a stadium like the Melbourne Cricket Ground, which has
hosted crowds of more than 80,000 in more than half a dozen different types of
sport. Neither does any other country. Most Americans would not be aware that
there are at least six distinct codes of football, and would not understand the
compliment if you told them that Michael Jordan was the Don Bradman of
basketball.
Australia does not have the cultural diversity of Europe, but probably has more
sporting diversity. One of my favourite European jokes is that “Heaven is an
English policeman, a French chef, a German engineer, an Italian lover, and
everything organised by the Swiss, whereas Hell is an English chef, a French
engineer, a German policeman, a Swiss lover and everything organised by the
Italians”. If Australians were included in this joke, then the Aussie in Heaven
would be an athlete, whereas the Aussie in Hell would be, sadly, an academic.
This leaves Australians who conduct scientific research into sport somewhere
near the equator. A scientific journal dedicated to sport, which by nature has the
opportunity to attract media attention both in Australia and internationally, is
another good way to improve the regard in which researchers in general are held
in this country.
Whilst this Journal does - and will I hope continue to - attract good quality
international papers, it should also be a journal in which the top Australian
researchers can be proud to submit their best work. The future should see more
sports medicine and science research emanating from Australia. The Australian
Football League, Australian Cricket Board and New South Wales Sporting Injuries
Committee now each have budgets of well over A$100,000 p.a. committed to
scientific research grants for sports performance and injury prevention research,
and other major Australian sporting bodies may soon follow suit. The Australian
College of Sports Physicians requires that all Fellows publish a peer-reviewed
paper as a strict graduation requirement. There are increasing numbers of
Australian PhD students with sports-related theses. Sometimes the processes of
reviewing and making decisions on papers, meeting deadlines and sticking to
budgets are going to make publishing a scientific journal difficult. We don’t live in
a perfect world. But if there were such a thing as a perfect country in which to
publish an international scientific sporting journal then it would have a lot of
resemblance to Australia.
John Orchard

The role of the Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport for Sports Science
You will have no doubt read the editorial by the Editor, Assoc. Prof. Caroline Finch
in which she outlines the rationale behind the decision to focus the Journal of
Science and Medicine in Sport upon publishing the evidence and scientific bases
to support the core activities of Sports Medicine Australia (SMA). Those core
activities are promotion of physical activity, exercise and sport along with
prevention of, and rehabilitation from, injuries and illnesses sustained during
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